Changes to the HIV long terminal repeat and to HIV integrase differentially impact HIV integrase assembly, activity, and the binding of strand transfer inhibitors.
Human immunodeficiency virus (HIV) integrase enzyme is required for the integration of viral DNA into the host cell chromosome. Integrase complex assembly and subsequent strand transfer catalysis are mediated by specific interactions between integrase and bases at the end of the viral long terminal repeat (LTR). The strand transfer reaction can be blocked by the action of small molecule inhibitors, thought to bind in the vicinity of the viral LTR termini. This study examines the contributions of the terminal four bases of the nonprocessed strand (G(2)T(1)C(-1)A(-2)) of the HIV LTR on complex assembly, specific strand transfer activity, and inhibitor binding. Base substitutions and abasic replacements at the LTR terminus provided a means to probe the importance of each nucleotide on the different functions. An approach is described wherein the specific strand transfer activity for each integrase/LTR variant is derived by normalizing strand transfer activity to the concentration of active sites. The key findings of this study are as follows. 1) The G(2):C(2) base pair is necessary for efficient assembly of the complex and for maintenance of an active site architecture, which has high affinity for strand transfer inhibitors. 2) Inhibitor-resistant enzymes exhibit greatly increased sensitivity to LTR changes. 3) The strand transfer and inhibitor binding defects of a Q148R mutant are due to a decreased affinity of the complex for magnesium. 4) Gln(148) interacts with G(2), T(1), and C(-1) at the 5' end of the viral LTR, with these four determinants playing important and overlapping roles in assembly, strand transfer catalysis and high affinity inhibitor binding.